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We commend the authors of “Weight Gain After Fecal Microbiota Transplantation” for describing this case of obesity after a fecal microbiota transplant (FMT). Fecal microbiota transplant is a highly effective therapy for recurrent Clostridium difficile infection (r-CDI), and the authors discuss possible unintended consequences in a patient after successful FMT, which could be due to alteration of the gut microbiota.

Strengths of this study include (1) detailed information about the clinical course of the patient receiving FMT for r-CDI and (2) characteristics of the FMT donor, the patient’s daughter. This experience led to a change in FMT donor policy at the authors’ institution. The authors do not identify the mechanism for transmission of the obese phenotype, directly demonstrate a causal relationship, or study the patient’s microbiome over time. They do identify several factors that may have contributed to weight gain after FMT in the patient. These include, but are not limited to, resolution of CDI, antibiotic use, treatment for Helicobacter pylori infection, stress related to illness, older age, and genetic factors. There is no discussion of eating patterns or changes in eating patterns in these related and presumably cohabitating individuals. These possibilities aside, there is a growing body of data exploring the relationship between host body mass index (BMI), host metabolism, and the gut microbiota. The transmission of an obese phenotype after therapeutic FMT for r-CDI has not been reported previously, to our knowledge.

There are differences in the gut microbial structure between lean and obese individuals [1]. A complex relationship exists between BMI and gut microbes, and this association cannot be reduced to a correlation between specific bacterial taxonomic groups and host BMI [2, 3]. Studies of the gut microbiome in monozygotic twins with discordant BMIs have advanced the knowledge of the gut microbe-host BMI interaction by demonstrating transmissibility and reversibility of the obese phenotype. In studies by Ridda et al [4], germ-free mice receiving a stool lavage from an obese twin developed significantly greater adiposity than mice infused with the lean twin’s microbiota, and this effect was lessened when the 2 groups were cohoused (mice are normally coprophagic). The expression of microbial genes important for detoxification and stress responses were more prominent in germ-free mice that received the obese twin microbiome compared with the lean twin flora [4]. There is also new evidence that host genetics influence the structure of the gut microbiota, and in a study of more than 400 twin pairs, specific bacterial taxa were found to be more “heritable” than others [5]. It is possible and perhaps even likely that the weight gain in the case reported was influenced not only by microbial communities transmitted during FMT, but also by genetic factors common to the FMT donor and recipient.

In controlled, randomized, and double-blinded human studies described by Vrieze et al [6], transfer of a lean microbiota to individuals with metabolic syndrome was associated with improved insulin sensitivity when compared with controls (individuals with metabolic syndrome who received an infusion of their own stool). In this study, butyrate-producing bacterial strains (known to activate intestinal gluconeogenesis) were increased in both lean stool samples and lean individual’s intestinal biopsies [6]. Animal studies have shown that a relative paucity of butyrate-producing bacteria in the gut is associated with increased insulin resistance, and butyrate supplementation can reverse insulin resistance in diet-induced obesity in mice [7, 8]. A reduction in butyrate-producing bacteria can be achieved using antimicrobial agents directed at Gram-positive organisms, and by this mechanism, a loss of butyrate-producing organisms has been suggested as an explanation for the increase in BMI observed in patients treated with vancomycin for treatment of infective endocarditis [9, 10]. Bacterial products from the gut have been shown to enter the serum and affect distal organs. A recent murine study showed that manipulating gut flora in germ-free maternal mice affected the
blood-brain barrier in their offspring, starting in utero and persisting into adulthood [11]. Another study showed that ingestion of Lactobacillus rhamnosus altered behavior in mice via GABA receptors in the central nervous system, a phenomenon that appeared to be mediated by the vagus nerve [12]. These studies take the concept of “you are what you eat” to breathtaking new heights and certainly should stimulate further study!

The published case report raises many questions about the selection of FMT donors. Guidelines are in evolution, but already there are consensus criteria for clinical testing [13]. In our healthy donor program [14], we use the expanded criteria proposed by Hamilton et al [15] that include normal BMI, testing of inflammatory markers, lipids, blood counts, electrolytes, and liver and renal function. As noted in the case report, patients may prefer family or other known contacts as stool donors rather than “professional donors.” Patients may be more accepting of FMT from a psychological standpoint if allowed some discretion in selecting a donor. Although this sentiment is understandable, it is neither logical nor supported by data. The blood banking literature has consistently demonstrated that directed donations have a higher incidence of viral infections than donations from healthy volunteer donors [16], and as a result, directed donations are prohibited at many hospitals. Many patients with r-CDI are elderly, and their similarly elderly and often unwell family members are not ideal donors. In our program, we have only very rarely encountered adult patients unwilling to accept healthy donor stool, once the benefits of using this donation are explained. Some are reassured when it is noted that donors must meet standards that exceed those set for blood donors. Fecal microbiota transplant is not uniformly available, and insurance coverage for the procedure is a challenge for both practitioners and patients, despite its documented efficacy. There are numerous “do it yourself” FMT guides on the internet. It is also worth noting that today’s exceptionally healthy 25-year-old volunteer donor could develop major health problems in a decade. For all of these reasons, study of the long-term outcomes of FMT, including careful analysis of donor characteristics, is important, particularly if FMT is performed in children.

An understanding of the relationship between the gut microbiota and other organ systems has the potential to transform our understanding of human health, and FMT is under investigation for the treatment of functional bowel disorders, autoimmune diseases, metabolic syndrome, and is under consideration for treatment studies in mood disorders and autism. More importantly, FMT has not been studied in large-scale controlled trials, and we have much to learn about the effects of this treatment beyond the intended restoration of a diverse microbiota, which is presumably an important mechanism for its high efficacy in the treatment of r-CDI.

However, the efficacy of FMT as treatment for r-CDI is not the only reason for the rapid growth of and popular interest in FMT. Other reasons include the accessibility of the “biological material”, widespread interest in complementary and natural remedies, the potential for self-administration, and, yes, the snicker factor. We hope this report will inspire further study of the mechanisms of metabolic effects of FMT, especially the clinical outcomes for recipients of nonideal donor stool. Careful study of FMT will advance knowledge about safe manipulation of the gut microbiota. Ultimately, of course, it is hoped that FMT studies will lead to identification of defined mixtures of beneficial bacteria that can be cultured, manufactured, and administered to improve human health.
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